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We live in an era of depression. According to the World health 
organization, depression affects 121 million people across the globe; it 
is the fourth leading contributor to the global burden of disease and, 
by the year 2020, will be the second.1 At its worst, depression leads to 
suicide, killing approximately 850,000 persons every year worldwide.2 in 
the United states alone, the Journal of the American Medical Association 
reports, about 16 percent of the population, roughly 35 million people, 
suffer from severe depression in their lifetime.3 in any one period, 13 
to 14 million Americans are thought to experience the illness.4 

numbers tell us the pervasiveness of depression; they do not tell 
us about the intensity of individual suffering. Andrew solomon, in his 
memoir, The Noonday Demon: An Atlas of Depression, compares his ex-
perience of depression to that of a strong and dignified oak tree being 
persistently and maliciously attacked by a parasitic vine. Melancholia 
wrapped itself around him, ugly and sure, until his life was gradually 
asphyxiated: “i knew that the sun was rising and setting, but little 
of its light reached me. i felt myself sagging under what was much 
stronger than i.”5 solomon felt that the tendril of depression “threat-
ened to pulverize my mind and my courage and my stomach, and 
crack my bones and desiccate my body. it went on glutting itself on 
me when there seemed nothing left to feed it.”6 in this state of utter 
desperation, he believed that the melancholia was so intertwined with 
his life that any attempt to destroy the malignant vine would destroy 
his own self in the process. All he could do was helplessly wish that 
somehow he would die and be relieved of his misery.

Philosopher Julia kristeva describes the experience of melancholia 
as an abyss of sorrow, a noncommunicable grief, that leaves its victims 
all but mute.7 Melancholia lays claim on its sufferers and sucks out 
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all of their interest in words, actions, and even life itself. the initial 
despair can be triggered by a setback in love or in life, perhaps a 
betrayal, an illness, or an accident, that wrests people away from 
what they know and expect. But when melancholia sinks in, people 
do not snap back; they are thrown into another life, one that is out 
of proportion with their setbacks. kristeva describes this other life of 
depression as “unlivable, heavy with daily sorrows, tears held back 
or shed, a total despair, scorching at times then wan and empty. in 
short, a devitalized existence that, although occasionally fired by the 
effort i make to prolong it, is ready at any moment for a plunge into 
death.”8 Depression is “a living death, my flesh is wounded, bleeding, 
cadaverized, my rhythm slowed down or interrupted, time has been 
erased or bloated, absorbed into sorrow.”9 kristeva likens depression 
to a “black sun” whose eerie, lethargic rays have the power to pin its 
victims down to the bed, to the ground, and leave them compelled to 
silence and renunciation.10 

Despite the seriousness of depression today—both its pervasive-
ness and the extensive suffering it causes—this is an era that seems 
naïve and unsophisticated about the multiple dimensions of depression. 
the vast majority of clinical discourse embraces a biological model 
that describes depression as a medical disease involving neurological 
pathology. Using disease logics, like the commonly held notion of a 
“neurochemical imbalance,” the expected solution lies in pharmaceuti-
cal interventions.11 eli Lilly’s blockbuster medication Prozac provides a 
useful benchmark for how pervasive this solution has become. Between 
1987 and 2002 (the year Prozac came off patent), new prescriptions for 
the drug reached over 27 million.12 Combined with the multiple “me 
too” drugs it inspired—the class of antidepressants known as “selective 
serotonin reuptake inhibitors” (ssRi)—that total reached 67.5 million 
in the United states alone.13 these numbers suggest that almost one 
in four people in the United states began taking a Prozac-type drug 
between 1987 and 2002. 

simultaneous with this epidemic of prescriptions, there has been 
a significant public reaction that expresses serious doubts and even 
ardent criticism of all this brain manipulation. But neither the linger-
ing doubts nor the vocal critics have had much effect on the current 
disease model of depression. the doubts are too abstract and too much 
like navel-gazing in the face of the tremendous suffering of depres-
sion. And the critics just seem to miss the point. they argue that the 
biological model is wrong because it is too simple, too reductionistic. 
But, judging by the number of ssRi prescriptions, people seem more 
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than willing to sacrifice a comprehensive understanding of depression 
if they can feel better.  

thus, in the face of its doubts and its critics, today’s era of de-
pression has cosmopolitian culture charging headlong into increasing 
brain science and brain interventions. But even as this happens, it is 
hard to escape the persistent feeling that we, as a culture, are missing 
something important. it is hard to escape the nagging suspicion that 
if we primarily study our brains, and primarily intervene by altering 
our neurotransmitters, we will become increasingly naïve about the 
meanings of depression at the same time that we are increasingly 
becoming victim to its incidence. 

it is time to move beyond biological models of depression and 
the usual critiques of reductionism. We cannot embrace the dominant 
discourse of depression nor can we simply accuse biological models 
of being too reductionistic. We need a new approach to depression 
that recognizes the value of reductionistic biological models while at 
the same time putting these models into a greater perspective. What 
we need, and what i will argue for later in this paper, is a narrative 
approach to depression.

turning to Chekhov 

Developing an alternate frame for depression requires us to step 
back from contemporary clinical science and its critics, and there is 
no better place to start than with the work of Anton Chekhov, which 
offers the combined wisdom of a writer, a physician, and a man who 
likely went through the depths of depression himself. As a writer, 
Chekhov is a deep and rare genius of the ordinary and the everyday. 
his stories and plays, often of sadness and woe, give european lit-
erature a subtle and richly ambiguous world of psychological, moral, 
and social contemplation. since Chekhov was also a physician, he 
approaches these tales not only with the eye of a literary master but 
also with the experiences of his medical science training and his life 
of clinical encounters. Chekhov was as devoted to medicine as he was 
consumed by literature. shortly after medical school, he traveled over 
eight hundred kilometers across siberia to study the harsh medical 
conditions of an infamous penal colony. When he returned, he set up 
and maintained a general medical practice, kept meticulous records, 
and at one time was appointed district public health officer during a 
raging cholera epidemic. Chekhov acknowledges in an autobiographical 
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statement that he persistently used his medical training in his creative 
work: “My knowledge of natural sciences and scientific methods has 
made me careful and i have always tried, when possible, to take into 
consideration the scientific data [when i write].”14 

in addition to his extraordinary skills in literature and medicine, 
Chekhov, biographers suspect, suffered periods of depression: despair, 
loss of confidence, and loss of pleasure in his life. Chekhov there-
fore also brings to his work firsthand experiences of depression. his 
worst suffering came just after his brother, kolia, died of tuberculosis 
when Chekhov was a young man. But the echoes and permutations 
of this sadness run throughout Chekhov’s life. Much of it may have 
revolved around his premonitions of death. Like his brother, Chekhov 
died young from tuberculosis (at the age of forty-four). his first bout 
of hemoptysis occurred in 1884, the year he graduated from medical 
school, and this blood-spitting recurred regularly each year. Although 
Chekhov did not speak publicly of the disease until near the very end, 
he must have known fairly early on that he was dying from consump-
tion. in all likelihood, both the sadness and the wisdom that pervade 
Chekov’s life and work are connected to his awareness of death and 
his intimations of mortality.15 

Chekhov’s writings contain many portrayals of depression and 
psychic distress. For example, in the short story “the Fit,” a law 
student relapses into depression after witnessing the exploitation and 
cruelty of brothel life. the play Uncle Vanya portrays the chronic de-
spair of its protagonist, vanya. in “A Doctor’s visit,” a young girl falls 
into a state of anxiety, weeping, and sobbing related to the desolation 
of her surroundings. “Ward number 6” tells the story of a medical 
superintendent’s decline and eventual admission into his own psychi-
atric asylum. And in “the Black Monk,” Chekhov depicts the strange 
hallucinations and despair of kovrin, a young philosophy student who 
is fatally ill with tuberculosis.16 

But Chekhov’s most concentrated study of depression comes from 
his early play Ivanov, in which the lead character, nikolai ivanov, suf-
fers from a deep and profound sadness. the play reads very much 
like a psychiatric case study. Dr. Chekhov presents ivanov’s difficulties 
with the reflective empathy of a master clinician and the subtlety of 
a great writer. he does not romanticize ivanov’s troubles (indeed far 
from it), nor does he force his interpretation into a single pathological 
frame. Chekhov presents ivanov with all the simplicity and complexity 
that realistic fiction requires. this approach to “the case” of ivanov is 
exemplary in the study of psychiatry because, all too often, psychiatric 
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case studies come to us in a predetermined explanatory frame. Chekhov 
resists this temptation, and, as a result, his case study of ivanov is an 
extremely useful guide for us today.

ivanov’s situation can be summarized as follows: he is a thirty-
five-year-old married Russian landowner who has been in excellent 
health all his life. But, over the past two years, he has gradually sunk 
into increasing sorrow and despair. he struggles with unshakable feel-
ings of melancholy and even suicidal preoccupations that are so severe 
that, by the play’s end, he takes his own life.

the question that runs throughout Chekhov’s play is perhaps 
the most obvious one: how should the events leading up to ivanov’s 
death by self-inflicted gunshot wound be understood? What, in short, 
is wrong with ivanov? Although the question may be straightforward, 
the subtleties of Chekhov’s answers are anything but, and these subtle-
ties are particularly difficult for contemporary audiences to apprehend. 
thanks to the tremendous hype surrounding today’s medical models 
of mental suffering, modern audiences are likely to interpret ivanov 
as biologically/neurologically depressed. 

Consider, for example, what happened when psychiatrist Peter 
kramer, the author of the 1990s best-seller Listening to Prozac, went 
to a production of the play at the Lincoln Center. From his New York 
Times review, it is clear that kramer listened to ivanov’s troubles and 
heard a straightforward case of clinical, or medical model, depression.17 
kramer finds ivanov to be a veritable catalog of diagnostic signs and 
symptoms. he is persistently sad, irritable, and bored with life. he has 
marked feelings of guilt and worthlessness, inability to sleep, lack of 
appetite, and lack of sexual desire for his wife. in addition, ivanov is 
severely suicidal. For kramer, ivanov has all the key symptoms that, 
according to the American Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and 
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DsM), 4th edition, indicate a 
“Major Depressive Disorder, single episode, severe, Without Psychotic 
Features—diagnostic code 296.23.”18 

not only does kramer see ivanov as clinically, or biologically, 
depressed, but he also makes the claim that his own clinical ear, his 
way of listening to ivanov, has become the current cultural dominant.19 
For the “contemporary ear,” kramer argues, the play has been “sapped 
of any moral consequence.”20 Persistent sadness is a chemical imbalance, 
and “[s]uicide is part of the disease. . . . suicide is what the death 
certificate says when one dies of depression.”21 end of analysis. Clearly, 
kramer feels there is no need for further interpretation—except perhaps 
to seek out ivanov’s genetic flaws and biological predispositions. there 
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is no need to ask, “What is ivanov so depressed about?” or “What 
does ivanov’s suffering mean in a larger frame?” For kramer, whatever 
the reasons for ivanov’s sadness, they are insufficient to account for 
his clinical depression. As the title of his review makes clear, what 
ivanov needs today is an antidepressant.22 

But kramer’s confident biological reading—useful as it may be in 
some circumstances—misses exactly what is most interesting about Ivanov. 
he gives no historical or political context and disregards entirely the 
fact that Ivanov is set in a time of great upheaval and social malaise 
in Russia: the generation before the 1917 revolution, a period Donald 
Rayfield calls “one of the richest and most contradictory periods in 
Russia’s political and cultural history.”23 And, even more importantly, 
kramer ignores how the play centers not so much on ivanov himself 
but on the whole question of interpreting and categorizing humans. 
As drama critic Richard gilman asserts, the central point of the play 
“isn’t ivanov’s behavior in itself but the range of reactions to it and, 
by extension, the whole question of how much we can know about 
ourselves and other people.”24

What is most fascinating about Ivanov is that almost every char-
acter has an opinion about ivanov’s problems, and throughout the play 
they offer diverse, wildly incommensurable interpretations of ivanov. As 
Chekhov states in a letter to his brother, the play’s originality comes not 
from its subject matter but from his own refusal to take an authorial 
position on the meaning of the play: “i have not introduced a single 
villain or a single angel (though i have not been able to abstain from 
fools): nor have i accused or vindicated anyone.”25 

thus, another understanding of Chekhov’s play is that it is not 
about medical depression at all but, rather, the indeterminacy of inter-
pretation. on this reading, Ivanov takes its place alongside Dostoevsky’s 
work as an example of what Mikhail Bakhtin calls polyphonic fiction. 
For Bakhtin, the many voices and simultaneous points of view con-
tained within Dosteoevsky’s fiction creates a “polyphonic world” that 
destroys “the established forms of the . . . monologic (homophonic) 
european novel.”26 in a similar vein, Chekhov’s polyphonic portrayal 
of ivanov does not present an omniscient point of view, nor does it 
privilege any particular character’s interpretation of ivanov. Chekhov 
structures the play to highlight the multiplicity of meaning and the 
possibility of respecting the interpretive diversity of the characters. 
Looking more closely at the play’s many perspectives on ivanov, we 
get a clearer sense of what this might mean.
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First, there is Borkin, the estate steward, who interprets ivanov 
not as constitutionally depressed but as a “whining neurotic.”27 Borkin 
believes ivanov should drop all his melancholy talk, grow up, and start 
making some money. After all, Borkin exclaims to ivanov, “you’re not 
a schoolboy” anymore (3.8.29). By contrast, another character, Zinaida, 
ivanov’s best friend’s wife, formulates ivanov’s sadness in a very dif-
ferent way: “Can you wonder darling? [sighs] the poor man made 
a ghastly mistake—marrying that wretched Jewess and thinking her 
parents would cough up a whacking great dowry. it didn’t come off. 
When she changed her religion they cut her off and cursed her, not a 
penny did he get. he’s sorry now it’s too late” (2.3.29–33). For Zinaida, 
ivanov’s sadness is the result of profound regret and lost expectation. 
From her perspective, ivanov ruthlessly manipulated his wife for a 
dowry he never received and he organized his life around that cold 
calculation. As a result, his regret is his just reward: his moral payback 
for treating his wife so callously. 

sasha, a young woman in the village, is in love with ivanov and 
sees his plight very differently again. sasha understands the problem 
to be not that ivanov is callous and manipulative but that he is too 
kind and generous for his own good: “ivanov’s only fault is being weak 
and not having enough go in him to chuck out . . . Borkin. . . . he’s 
been robbed and fleeced left, right and center—anyone who liked has 
made a packet out of ivanov’s idealistic plans” (2.3.78–82). Furthermore, 
sasha sees ivanov as lonely and forlorn. he has fallen out of love 
with his wife, through no fault of his own, but he hasn’t the heart to 
break off the marriage. sasha even has a treatment recommendation. 
“i understand you,” she tells ivanov. “You’re unhappy because you’re 
lonely. You need someone near you that you love and who’ll appreciate 
you. only love can make a new man of you” (2.4.14–16). 

Anna, ivanov’s wife, agrees with none of these interpretations. 
instead, she has a cathartic theory of ivanov’s troubles. For Anna, the 
problem is that ivanov has failed to properly grieve for his many life 
disappointments. in other words, ivanov needs to go through the work 
of mourning and come through to another side. this process, which 
psychoanalyst george Pollock calls “mourning-liberation,” would allow 
ivanov to heal through a proverbial welling up with tears.28 As Anna 
puts it, ivanov should spend time alone with her in the dark clarity 
of night: “[Y]ou can tell me all about how depressed you are. Your 
eyes are so full of suffering. i’ll look into them and cry, and we’ll 
both feel better” (1.4.55–7).
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But Lyebedev, ivanov’s best friend, sees things very differently. 
Lyebedev puts ivanov’s despair in a social-historical context: “i don’t 
know, old man. it did look to me as though your various troubles 
had got you down, but then i know you are not one to—it’s not like 
you to knuckle under. . . . You know what? it’s your environment that 
has got you down” (3.5. 88–90, 97–8). Lyebedev believes that ivanov’s 
sadness comes from his social surroundings, which represent and are 
symptomatic of a broader cultural malaise, or what contemporary phi-
losopher susan Bordo calls a “crystallization of culture.”29 Bordo uses 
this phrase to go beyond the most liberal of clinical biopsychosocial 
formulations. the issue is not simply that psychiatric conditions have 
cultural expression and a social context. they do, of course. But, for 
Bordo, psychopathologies must not only be culturally contexualized, 
they must also be understood as symptomatic articulations of deep 
cultural tensions and power imbalances. Psychopathologies, far from 
being anomalies or aberrations, are “characteristic expressions” of the 
cultural fault lines in which they develop.30 they signal and crystallize 
much of what is wrong with the culture of their formation.

While ivanov the character quickly rejects an environmental 
theory, Ivanov the play does not. throughout, as in most of Chekov’s 
plays, there is a detailed description of the wane of the landed class, 
the rise of the business class, and the stale paralysis and anomie with 
which the gentry respond to it all. indeed, in Ivanov it is not just 
ivanov who is affected; many of the characters complain of boredom, 
lack of energy, and loss of pleasure. At a party, for example, we hear 
characters say, “Lord i’m bored stiff” (2.1.42), or “Don’t you ever get 
tired of sitting around like this? the very air’s stiff with boredom” 
(2.3.88–9). one guest even exclaims, “this is all such a crashing bore, i 
feel like a running dive into a brick wall. god, what people!” (2.9.5–6). 
the air of depression and gloom found in so many of the men in the 
community provokes sasha to exclaim, “there’s something wrong with 
you all, and no mistake. the sight of you’s enough to kill the flies or 
start the lamps smoking. Yes, there’s something wrong—i’ve told you 
thousands of times and i’ll go on telling you—something wrong with 
you all, wrong, wrong, wrong!” (2.3.103–7).31

But what does ivanov have to say about his sadness? it turns out 
that even he feels conflicted about how to understand the depression he 
suffers. sometimes ivanov reduces his troubles to laziness and weakness 
of the will: “Laziness is laziness,” he tells sasha, “weakness is weak-
ness—i can’t find any other name for them” (4.8.68). in a soliloquy, he 
continues in this vein by calling himself a “nasty, miserable nobody” 
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(3.4.1). But, in talking to his friend Lyebedev, he works out an alternate, 
and very detailed, formulation of what in contemporary United states 
culture we might call “burnout” or “midlife crisis.” ivanov explains 
that he was full of energy and enthusiasm in his youth: “i believed in 
different things from other people, married a different sort of wife, got 
excited, took risks . . . and was happier and unhappier than anyone 
else in the country” (3.5.98–100). All that activity has overstrained him. 
As he explains, “those things were my sacks, i heaved a load on my 
back and it cracked. At twenty we’re all heroes, tackle anything . . . 
but by thirty we’re tired and useless” (3.5.100–3).

But ivanov is inconsistent with this explanation as well. At 
a later point in the play he tells Lyebedev, “i won’t try to explain 
myself—whether i’m decent or rotten, sane or mad. You wouldn’t 
understand” (4.10.1–3). in this interpretation, ivanov’s perspective 
resembles kramer’s medical model, and he presents himself as hav-
ing something like a medical disease: “i’m quite ill,” he tells Yevgeni 
Lvov (the young village doctor). “i’m irritable, bad-tempered and rude 
. . . i’ve headaches for days on end, i can’t sleep, and my ears buzz 
. . . i’m so mixed up, i feel paralyzed, half dead or something . . . i 
don’t know myself what’s going on inside me” (1.3.55–6, 72, 88). At 
one point, he even says, “[M]y brain doesn’t obey me, nor my arms 
or legs,” and he falls into weeping (3.4.13–14). here, ivanov sees his 
sadness as having no meaning, as being outside any human integrative 
frame—except of course the interpretive frame of bodies, brains, and 
medical science. From this biological model, ivanov’s depression comes 
out of the blue and exists at the status of pathophysiology, much like 
a heart attack or an idiopathic seizure. 

Despite all the ambiguity within the play, there is one character, 
Dr. Lvov, who stands apart in his adamant certainty of his opinion 
about ivanov’s melancholia. it is with this character that Chekhov 
portrays, with full force, his negative authorial judgment: Lvov is the 
“the fool” Chekhov could not resist including. Lvov imagines himself 
to be an earnest, high-minded, dedicated physician with an intense 
social conscience. But the play’s other characters do not see him, or his 
profession, in the same light. As one character says, “Doctors are like 
lawyers, only lawyers just rob you, while doctors rob you and murder 
you too” (1.3.1–3). Lvov comes across to many of the characters as 
priggish and self-righteous. “oh, he’s virtue incarnate,” someone says 
mockingly of him, “can’t ask for a glass of water or light a cigarette 
without displaying his remarkable integrity” (2.4.85–8).
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Lvov’s perspective on Ivanov turns out to be the harshest and 
most pathological of the play. Lvov finds Ivanov’s melancholia and 
his related disinterest in his wife detestable. He labels Ivanov “insensi-
tive, selfish, cold . . . heartless” (1.5.22) and an “unmitigated swine” 
(4.10.40–1). Lvov tells Ivanov that Anna “who loves you is dying . . . 
she hasn’t long to life, while you—you are so callous . . . I do most 
thoroughly dislike you” (1.5.23–7). Lvov’s scorn is at first met by 
Ivanov with weary admissions of blame and appreciation for Lvov’s 
seemingly neutral concern. Within the context of the play, however, 
Lvov’s neutrality is much less clear. There is constant tension around 
whether Lvov is in love with Anna and whether his interpretations of 
Ivanov are merely self-serving attempts to win Anna’s affections.

Whatever Lvov’s motivations, the more he presses his perspec-
tive, the more Ivanov loses patience with him. In one of the climactic 
scenes of the play, Ivanov exclaims to Lvov in exasperation: 

Think a little, my clever friend. You think I’m an open book, don’t 
you? I married Anna for her fortune, I didn’t get it, and having 
slipped up then, I’m now getting rid of her so I can marry someone 
else and get her money. Right? How simple and straightforward. 
Man’s such a simple, uncomplicated mechanism. No, doctor, we all 
have too many wheels, screws and valves to judge each other on 
first impressions or on one or two pointers. I don’t understand you, 
you don’t understand me and we don’t understand ourselves. A man 
can be a very good doctor without having any idea what people are 
really like. So don’t be too cocksure. (3.6.72–81, Chekhov’s italics) 

From my perspective, Ivanov’s advice to Lvov is appropriate 
for the contemporary psychiatric community as well. The problem 
with Lvov’s interpretation is not that it is wrong in any simple way. 
Ivanov does not actually dispute the content of Lvov’s claims, only 
his dogmatic certainty. Lvov picks out elements of Ivanov’s story and 
arranges them together into a plausible whole. This is also true for 
medical model interpretations like Kramer’s. The play does contain 
data that supports medical model perspectives so the problem is not 
the perspective but rather the dogmatism. The problem is the cocksure 
self-confidence of Lvov and Kramer’s attitude.32

Such confidence is blind to the possibility of multiple interpreta-
tions and it narrows meaning down to a single option. Dr. Chekhov 
counters Dr. Lvov’s certainty with the challenge of a polyphonic world 
and with the multiplicities of consciousness and experience. Dr. Chek-
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hov challenges Dr. Lvov to appreciate the possibilities of interpretative 
diversity. his message is equally imperative for today’s biopsychiatry. 
if biopsychiatry listened more closely to Ivanov the play, rather than 
narrowly reading ivanov the character, it would throw its DsM-led 
interpretations (and its drive for antidepressant “cures”) into the ring 
with a myriad of other interpretations. it would not foreclose other, 
equally vital understandings of melancholia and suffering.33

Reframing Depression: A narrative Approach

With Chekhov’s work in mind, we can recognize the need for 
an approach to depression that includes our current biological model 
(albeit, in a more humble form) but that refines this model. single-
minded biological models of depression are not enough. But what 
alternate model is Chekhov using? he does not tell us. Ivanov is not 
an expository treatise on depression, or a theory of depression; it is an 
imaginatively created case history. Chekhov leaves it up to the reader 
to put this case study into an interpretive frame. i will now argue that 
Chekhov’s model, or frame, for depression can best be understood as 
a narrative one. 

Chekhov’s narrative frame for depression likely emerged from 
his personal experience of combining medicine and literature. Chekhov 
famously describes the relationship between his two occupations in this 
way: “Medicine is my lawful wedded wife, and literature my mistress. 
When one gets on my nerves, i spend the night with the other. this 
may be somewhat disorganized, but then again it’s not as boring, and 
anyway, neither one loses anything by my duplicity.”34 Chekhov uses 
this unfortunately sexist imagery to evoke his lived experience of mov-
ing back and forth between the two positions of medicine and writing. 
it was through this constant movement, i believe, that Chekhov broke 
out of the standard frame of most medical writing and research.

Chekhov’s dual positions of doctor and writer produced dia-
metrically opposed relationships to the role of narrative frame in 
representation. in his occupation as a doctor, Chekhov’s task was to 
background narrative frame and to view his patients from a positiv-
ist model of objectivity. But this positivist stance (which continues to 
subtend medicine today) was not Chekhov’s only position. As a writer, 
he worked from an opposite position that foregrounds narrative frame. 
in other words, he inhabited a practice that highlights the impossibility 
of telling a story without a point of view.
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Contemporary physician-writer Abraham verghese articulates this 
dual position in his discussion “the Physician as storyteller.” speaking 
to fellow physicians at the American College of Physicians, verghese 
explains that “[a]s physicians, most of us become involved in the stories 
of our patient’s lives . . . we become players in these stories. our ac-
tions change the narrative trajectory . . . and our patient’s stories come 
to depend heavily on repetition of what we say.”35 verghese argues 
that the inescapable thesis for medicine is threefold: “1.) story helps us 
link and make sense of events in our lives; 2.) we as physicians create 
stories as often as we record them . . . ; and 3.) we are characters in 
[these] various stories, walking on and off the stage in tales that take 
place in our hospitals and clinics” (1012, verghese’s italics). 

verghese points to examples by which physicians can reach this 
narrative awareness through years of attentive practice, but he argues 
that the more direct route is through combining the practice of medicine 
with the narrative tools that the writer possesses, or what verghese 
calls the “storytelling craft” (1013). he explains that during his own 
initial immersion in the writing process he read closely and widely 
about the craft of writing. he found that the pillars of writing invari-
ably involved the author’s selection and organization of story, character, 
and metaphor. For verghese, making these selections are “fundamental 
to good writing in the same way that internal medicine skills rest on 
understanding the mechanisms behind dypsnea, edema, polyuria and 
other cardinal manifestations of disease” (1014). 

verghese is not alone in these insights. they are, in fact, the core 
insights of medical humanities and of what Rita Charon rightly calls 
the “emerging field of narrative medicine.”36 A growing number of 
people in the medical field have come to appreciate that a knowledge 
base consisting primarily of the sciences is incomplete. As such, medi-
cine is reaching out to the humanities to better understand and cope 
with illness and suffering. Literature and narrative studies are key in 
this.37 As Charon puts it, when medicine is practiced with “narrative 
competence,” health-care professionals enter the clinical situation with 
a nuanced capacity for “attentive listening . . . , adopting alien per-
spectives, following the narrative thread of the story of another, being 
curious about other peoples’ motives and experiences, and tolerating 
the uncertainty of stories.”38 

narrative medicine advocates argue that clinicians “need rigorous 
and disciplined training” in narrative reading and writing not just for 
the clinicians’ own sake (helping them to navigate the trauma and 
stress of clinical work) but also “for the sake of their practice.”39 Without 
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narrative competence, clinicians have little chance of understanding and 
interpreting their clients’ experiences of illness, and they have even less 
hope of understanding the narrative dimensions of their own disease 
models. For those in narrative medicine, narrative studies is not a mere 
flourish or an embellishment to the practitioner’s knowledge base, it 
is indeed a “basic science” of medical practice.40 

Chekhov’s combination of the storytelling craft and medical practice 
seems to have brought him to a position similar to narrative medicine. 
For scholars of narrative medicine, physicians are not just transparent 
recorders of disease. similarly, when Chekhov includes physicians in 
his plays and short stories, they are hardly the voice of transparent 
objectivity. they represent one voice among many, one story among 
an array of stories. they may well be important to the plot, but they 
are hardly the positivistic truth.41 As verghese puts it, physicians are 
“storytellers, storymakers, and players in the greatest drama of all: the 
story of our patients’ lives as well as our own” (1016). 

kathryn Montgomery hunter, in her important book Doctors’ 
Stories: The Narrative Structure of Medical Knowledge, echoes this same 
sentiment: “[n]arrative of any length and fullness or speculative force 
inevitably pulls against medicine’s commitment to objective scientific 
study of human illness.”42 in making the case for a narrative approach 
to medicine, hunter explains that what is needed is a means of mov-
ing away from the illusion “of objectivist, scientific reportage” and 
toward an acknowledgement that medical case histories are “humanly 
constructed” accounts: “two things are essential: first, both tellers and 
listeners must recognize the narrator of the case history as contextually 
conditioned, and, second, the lived experience of the patient must be 
acknowledged.”43 

narrative medicine’s emphasis on the contextually conditioned 
nature of knowledge, even medical knowledge, inevitably creates some 
ambiguity of interpretation. though some might find this ambiguity 
troubling, Chekhov seems to revel in it.44 indeed, literary critic karl 
kramer refers to the frequent interpretive uncertainty in Chekhov’s 
work as his “stories of ambiguity.”45 kramer’s reading of Chekhov 
finds unresolved paradox structured into many of his stories. through 
a study of subsequent drafts of Chekhov’s work, kramer argues that 
Chekhov often deliberately reworks a story so that it cannot be read 
through a simple monologic lens. the ambiguity comes from the 
way Chekhov sets up contradictory readings from parallel passages 
throughout a given story. the result is a story that can be interpreted 
in several different ways. Although one interpretation may appear more 
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plausible than another, which often happens, no single reading will 
adequately account for the whole fabric of these stories. As kramer 
puts it, that in and of itself “is sufficient to establish [Chekhov’s stories 
of] ambiguity.”46 

this reading of Chekhov’s writing fits perfectly with Ivanov. 
throughout the play, as we saw earlier, each of the characters offers 
different narrations of ivanov’s sadness. From a perspective of mul-
tiple and ambiguous interpretations, the question to ask is not simply, 
which story is true? but, instead, what are the consequences of each 
story? and what kind of life will follow from inhabiting these stories? 
even if there is no essential or singular essence to ivanov’s sadness, 
ivanov arguably needs a story for his sadness. he can only crystal-
lize a provisional subjectivity around his sadness through inhabiting 
a story and, to borrow a phrase from Freud, “working-through” the 
implications of that story.47 

From Antireductionism to narrative Multiplicity

Although narrative medicine has had only limited applications in 
contemporary psychiatry, narrative approaches are extremely useful in 
moving beyond biological models and their critiques.48 Recent scholarly 
work that is critical of today’s biopsychiatry rejects its simplicity. Criti-
cal scholars repeatedly scold reductionist approaches to psychiatry, like 
the one Peter kramer performs in his reading of ivanov, for denying 
the complexity of human life. these critics argue that scientific reduc-
tionism applied to psychiatry absurdly idealizes scientific method as a 
value-free mirror of the truth. this idealization ignores the desires and 
interests of psychiatric researchers, and, even more, it ignores the social, 
political, and economic contexts in which the researchers work. 

this critique of simplicity and reductionism is an important first 
step in moving beyond the limitations of biopsychiatry. it is important 
to say that simplifications reduce complex reality to whatever fits into 
a simple scheme. it is also important to remember that reductions 
“forget” about the complex, which means that the complex is often 
surprising and disturbing when it inevitably reappears. however, it is 
equally important to be suspicious of the denunciations of simplicity, 
particularly denunciations that are overly reliant on the polemic trope of 
violence. Repeatedly, critics of simplicity argue that using single orders 
to tame complex realities exerts a reductionist “violence” on the real. 
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versions of this argumentative style show up in popular critiques 
of biopsychiatry, such as Peter Breggin’s Toxic Psychiatry: Why Therapy, 
Empathy, and Love Must Replace the Drugs, Electroshock, and Biochemical 
Theories of the “New Psychiatry” (1991), elliot valenstein’s Blaming the 
Brain: The Truth about Drugs and Mental Health (1998), Paula Caplan’s 
They Say You Are Crazy: How the World’s Most Powerful Psychiatrists 
Decide Who’s Normal (1995), and seth Farber’s Madness, Heresy, and the 
Rumor of Angels: The Revolt against the Mental Health System (1993). it 
also appears in the more subtle work of philosopher of psychiatry 
edwin Wallace. in Wallace’s critique of psychiatry’s diagnostic manual, 
he (like almost everyone who seriously evaluates the DsM) chides the 
manual for its oversimplified “claim to atheoreticism.”49 Wallace argues 
that psychiatry’s relentless pursuit of atheoretical simplification flies 
in the face of the twentieth century’s “most respected philosophers of 
science,” who have all held that idealized theoretical neutrality is a 
logical and empirical impossibility (81). As Wallace points out, it is not 
merely scientific assumptions and theories that we cannot escape, it is 
also “social, political, and moral philosophical ones as well” (81). Any 
attempt to avoid these complications, Wallace argues, does “violence to 
large arcs of the person and ignore[s] or deride[s] theoretical purviews 
and therapeutic modalities that can be necessary or lifesaving” (85). 

When the critique of simplicity is shaped in this way, simplicity 
is doubly damned. Promoters of complexity argue that simplicity is not 
only wrong (out of touch with the real) but also inherently bad because 
violence is inherently bad. Clearly, given the power and pervasiveness 
of reductionism in the modern world, complexity is surely in need of 
some defenders. Yet this celebration of complexity is not the lesson we 
should draw from our reading of Chekhov. Deriding the violence of 
simplicity has become too easy, too simple, too disturbingly agreeable 
and self-satisfying. it has become a morally comfortable place to be, 
and it leaves a great deal to discover and articulate beyond the trope 
of violence. As science studies scholars Annemarie Mol and John Law 
assert, “We need other ways of relating to complexity, other ways for 
complexity to be accepted, produced, or performed.”50

the difference between Chekhov’s narrative approach and that 
of the standard violence trope is that Chekhov values complexity 
without denigrating simplicity. in Ivanov, Chekhov respects rather than 
denounces the characters’ oversimplifications of ivanov. Chekhov resists, 
in other words, a normative view of simplicity. he helps us see a 
world where alternative (and inevitably simple) interpretations are not 
so much wrong or bad, but different. Chekhov does not denigrate the 
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characters’ reduction of ivanov’s sadness into simple formulas. each 
character presents seemingly viable interpretive options. Lvov comes 
under the most criticism, but, as i mentioned earlier, this comes from 
his dogmatism, not from the potential viability of his interpretations.

how can we scaffold a position that recognizes the limitations 
of simplicity without simultaneously giving normative preference to 
complexity? how can we articulate the value of both simplicity and 
complexity? We can begin by recognizing that simple reductions be-
come less demonic when we multiply them. Moving from a single 
order to multiple orders, from a necessary order to a variety of orders, 
undermines the dichotomy between simple and complex. in a narrative 
medicine frame, this is where the trope of violence gives way to the 
trope of narrative multiplicity. Multiplicities of metaphors, characters, 
and styles—not to mention multiplicities of logics, perspectives, para-
digms, and discourses—hold in tension both the values of simplicity 
and those of complexity. narrative multiplicity recognizes that each 
simplicity necessarily fails to capture complexity. each simplicity selects 
and organizes highly idiosyncratic cuts from the data. each simplic-
ity, in other words, is necessarily limited. these limited, unavoidably 
simplistic perspectives, however, are less of a problem when they 
multiply. When simplicity multiplies, rather than becoming hegemonic, 
it becomes one of many. through multiplication, each simplicity loses 
the violence of totalitarian control.

Moreover, narrative multiplicity sidesteps the usual modernist di-
chotomy of realism verses relativism. it allows us to develop a flexible 
ontology of “semiotic realism” and an epistemology of “pluridimen-
sional consequences.”51 By an ontology of semiotic realism, i mean to 
suggest that there is a real world out there that grounds our ideas 
and that our ideas are in touch with. however, the specific points of 
contact are determined by the semiotic relations from which our ideas 
are structured. these semiotic relations are relative to given narrative 
communities and traditions of thought. semiotic realism rejects rigid 
ontologies of realism and relativism because it contains insights from 
both. semiotic realism understands that knowledge articulations are 
grounded in the real world, but how and why they are grounded 
remains relative to a diverse multiplicity of narrative communities. 

the related epistemology of pluridimesnional consequences com-
bines the French post-structural insights with that of the American 
pragmatists. Roland Barthes uses the term “pluri-dimensional order” to 
articulate the way that specific languages always remain too limited to 
capture the world in total.52 Despite this limitation, all linguistic commu-
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nities do evoke, engage, and negotiate the world through some element 
of grounding or contact. Languages do not fully mirror or correspond 
to the world in all of the world’s complexity, but languages do make 
real connections with the world. For the American pragmatists, differ-
ent connections with the world yield different consequences for practice 
and for lived experience. From this perspective, the best knowledge is 
that which leads to the best consequences in practice.53 

When we apply these philosophic aspects of narrative multiplic-
ity to psychiatry and depression, new forms of freedom and flexibility 
emerge. narrative multiplicity hardly embraces an “anything goes” 
relativity, but it does create a conceptual structure where ontological 
questions (e.g., What are the core features of psychic life?) and epis-
temological questions (e.g., What is the best method to study people?) 
are not fixed in advance. Different answers may emerge, depending 
on related ethical questions (e.g., What kind of people do we want to 
be? and What kind of life worlds do we want to create?). Different 
understandings of the core features of people and different methods 
of inquiry about people yield very different kinds of people and very 
different kinds of life experiences. there are, in other words, multiple 
ways to organize human life. Making judgments between these differ-
ent ways largely depends on the consequences and desired values. in 
short, there are multiple paths to wisdom and a meaningful life. 

narrative Psychiatry and Depression:  
Moving through the Looking glass

these insights into Chekhov’s model of depression bring me to 
my final point. Understanding Chekhov’s narrative approach has real 
purchase when we move from the “free play” of fiction to the suppos-
edly “hard facts” of psychiatric research. Listening to Chekhov allows 
us to make sense of perhaps the most important empirical psychiatric 
finding to date—the finding that alternative approaches to psychotherapy 
are equally effective. this is known lovingly in the therapeutic research 
community as the “Dodo effect.” the appellation, first coined by saul 
Rosenzweig, comes from a line in Alice in Wonderland: “At last, Dodo 
said, everyone has won and all must have prizes.”54 

Although this finding is controversial and has been minimally 
integrated into clinical practice, empirical studies confirm with remark-
able consistency that the positive effects of therapy (of which there 
are many) are not due to the specific interventions of the therapist. 
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the benefits of therapy come instead from “common factors” of the 
therapeutic setting.55 that is, these studies suggest that the process of 
setting up a therapeutic relationship with a quality therapist is much 
more important than the content of the specific models and theories 
from which the therapist works. 

in the case of depression, this seems to be just as true for biopsy-
chiatric treatments as it is for other approaches. Meta-analysis reviews 
of ssRis repeatedly show (1) that these medications do not have a 
clinically meaningful advantage over placebo, (2) that methodological 
problems likely account for the small differences that do occur, and (3) 
that this seems to be as true for severe depression as it is for milder 
forms.56 the few studies that contrast effectiveness of psychotherapy 
with medications show that cognitive, behavioral, and interpersonal 
therapies all compare favorably with medications in the short term. 
And when long-term follow-up is considered, psychotherapy seems to 
be superior.57 Although these studies are controversial and have their 
detractors, they are sufficiently substantial to seriously undermine any 
heavy-handed or necessary reading of depression as a biological disease. 
As one team of reviewers writes, “the silver lining in these results 
for psychiatry is that the psychiatrist, or at least something about the 
psychiatric relationship, and not the pill, appears to facilitate improve-
ment in depression.”58 

the Dodo effect applied to depression means that a variety 
of theoretical models can be used to understand, to cope with, and 
to ameliorate the painful emotional states of depression. it does not 
mean that any old interpretation will do. therapy does not work if 
the therapist says things completely out of context, such as “Your sad-
ness is because the cow jumped over the moon.” on the contrary, for 
psychiatry to be effective in treating depression, the therapist and the 
client must have a sense of belief and confidence in the interpretive 
frame being used. in the words of Rosenzweig: “Whether the therapist 
talks in terms of psychoanalysis or Christian science is . . . relatively 
unimportant as compared with the formal consistency with which the 
doctrine employed is adhered to, for by virtue of this consistency 
the patient receives a schema for achieving some sort and degree of 
personality organization.”59 

Applying these insights to Chekhov’s play suggests that an ar-
ray of narrative approaches—each in their own way a simplification 
of possible interpretations—might be helpful for ivanov. Any number 
of different interpretations of ivanov could be developed and worked 
through in a therapeutic relationship with a quality, well-meaning prac-
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titioner. if that were to happen, there is a very good chance that an 
array of different insights and narrative structures could effectively help 
ivanov understand his sadness and provide him with tools for feeling 
better. if the insights and narrative frames were not imposed on ivanov, 
but were ones that he participated in creating and whose meaning he 
felt strongly connected to, the therapy would work through encourag-
ing modifications in ivanov’s assumptive worlds. these modifications 
would transform the meanings of his sadness to more favorable ones 
and free him up for alternative forms of coping. 

As psychiatrist Jerome Frank states in the preface to Persuasion 
and Healing: A Comparative Study of Psychotherapy: 

My position is not that technique is irrelevant to outcome. Rather, 
i maintain that . . . the success of all techniques depends on the 
patient’s sense of alliance with an actual or symbolic healer. this 
position implies that ideally therapists should select for each patient 
the therapy that accords, or can be brought into accord, with the 
patient’s personal characteristics and view of the problem. Also 
implied is that therapists should seek to learn as many approaches 
as they find congenial and convincing. Creating a good therapeutic 
match may involve both educating the patient about the therapist’s 
conceptual scheme and, if necessary, modifying the scheme to take 
into account the concepts the patient brings to therapy.60

narrative approaches to depression, in this account, become a care 
and practice of the self. they become a way of bringing into being a 
certain kind of subjectivity. Multiple approaches to depression (including 
the biological model) may be helpful even if each approach necessarily 
simplifies and reduces the person’s situation. 

When we adopt Chekhov’s narrative approach to depression, we 
move beyond biopsychiatry and its reductionist critiques. We recognize 
that simplification and reduction—even when they take the narrative 
frame of biopsychiatry—are not the problem. the problem is dogma-
tism and the refusal to appreciate an array of narrative simplifications. 
Accordingly, the goal is not to denigrate single solutions for their 
simplicity, nor is it to take single solutions and make them complex. 
the goal is to increase our appreciation of alternative solutions, be 
they simple or complex. the goal is openness to a range of options 
and to the richness and variety of psychiatric experience.

the implications of this narrative approach are many. Psychiatric 
practitioners will do well to heed the lessons of narrative medicine and 
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develop their own narrative competence. to do this, practitioners must 
understand the basics of narrative theory, and they must learn to read 
widely in a range of different contexts. they must come to appreciate 
the many stories of biopsychiatry, psychoanalysis, cognitive therapy, 
interpersonal therapy, family therapy, humanistic approaches, cross-
cultural approaches, feminist approaches, disability activist approaches, 
postmodern approaches, spiritual approaches, and ecopsychology, to 
name a few. Furthermore, they must come to understand the value 
of biography, autobiography, and literature for developing a narrative 
repertoire. in the end, narrative competency for depression means a 
tremendous familiarity with the many possible stories of sadness. the 
more stories clinicians know, the more likely they are to help their 
clients find narrative frames that work for them.  

For sufferers of sadness, a narrative understanding means that 
there is a range of possible therapies and healing solutions that might 
be helpful. An approach that is right for one person may not be right 
for another. there must be a fit between the person and the approach, 
and people should feel empowered to take seriously their own intu-
itions and feelings. if the person getting help does not feel this fit, 
he or she is likely right; there may well be another approach that 
would work better with the person’s proclivities. Like everything else, 
however, judgment is critical. therapeutic experiences of all kinds can 
be frustrating, slow, and uncertain. how, for example, does one know 
when an approach misses his or her needs and when it is something 
that will take time, patience, and perseverance to be helpful? From a 
narrative perspective, there can be no gold standard or simple answers. 
only judgment, wisdom, and trial and error can decide.
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